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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
EFFECTS OF CONTROL 
PROFILE ON THE OSCILLATING HINGE-MOMENT AND FLUTTER 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A FLAP-TYPE CONTROL 
AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS 
By William C. Moseley, Jr., and George W. Price, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
Free-oscillation tests were made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 
10-foot tunnel to determine the effects of control profile on the dynamic 
hinge-moment and flutter characteristics of a trailing-edge flap-type 
control . A conventional control and two control profile modifications 
were tested . The essentially full-span controls were 22.2 percent of 
the wing chord and had overhang nose balances equal to 35 percent of 
that portion of the control chord rearward of the hinge line. Test 
parameters included a Mach number range from 0.60 to 1.01, control oscil-
lation amplitudes up to about 130 , and a range of control reduced fre -
quencies . Static hinge -moment data were also obtained for the three 
control profiles tested. 
Results indicate that the unstable aerodynamiC damping for the con-
ventional control at Mach numbers from 0.90 to 1.01 (maximum for these 
t ests) was not beneficially affected by the "splitter -plate" modifica -
tion tested . In general, the "splitter -plate" control gave dynamic 
hinge -moment results very similar to those for the conventional control 
throughout the complete test range . The wedge-control modification did 
beneficially affect the aeroydnamic damping moments and resulted in sta-
ble damping at low oscillation amplitudes for the entire Mach number 
range . However, this beneficial effect was confined to oscillation 
amplitudes of less than about 30 ; for oscillation amplitudes greater 
than about 30 the aerodynamic damping was unstable in the Mach number 
range from 0. 92 t o 1 .01 . A self -excited flutter involving only rotation 
of the control about the hinge line was associated with the unstable 
damping for all three controls . Flutter for the conventional and 
"splitter -plate" controls was initiated by random tunnel disturbances, 
while for the wedge control, a manual displacement to an oscillation 
amplitude of about 40 was necessary before flutter would occur. Thick-
ening the control trailing edge caused the control to become more under -
balanced at Mach numbers below 0. 90, and for all three controls the stati( 
and dynamic spring -moment derivatives varied with Mach number in much the 
same manner . 
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INTRODUCTION 
There is a need for dynamic hinge-moment information on flap-type 
controls at transonic speeds . The data are important in flutter studies 
and in the design of control servo systems. Previous investigations 
have generally shown the aerodynamic damping in the control rotational 
mode to be unstable at transonic speeds (see, for example, ref. 1), and a 
single -degree - of - freedom flutter of the control can exist if this unsta-
ble aerodynamic damping exceeds the stable damping from other sources 
in the control system . This instability is sometimes called control-
surface buzz and usually means that some form of artificial damping must 
be added to the control system for dynamic stability. Adding this 
damping generally leads to mechanical complexities, and it would be 
desirable to stabilize the control aerodynamically by some relatively 
simple geometric change, provided overall control efficiency can be 
maintained . 
The investigations reported in references 2 and 3 were made on a 
low-aspect -ratio unswept-wing-control model to study the effects of con-
trol hinge-line position and one trailing-edge thickness modification 
on the dynamic hinge moments at transonic speeds. The investigation 
of reference 4 was made on a low-aspect-ratio delta -wing-control model 
with a conventional control and a thickened trailing-edge control . No 
significant benefits in aerodynamic damping were obtained for the param-
eters varied in these reference tests. The present investigation was 
made on the model used in references 2 and 3 for one control hinge posi-
tion previously reported in the hope that favorable damping could be 
realized from some additional profile modification. The flap -type con-
trols reported herein include a conventional profile, a wedge profile 
wherein the trailing edge is thicker than the control leading edge, and 
a so - called "splitter-plate" control. This latter profile arrangement 
evolved from a flight investigation to improve control dynamic character-
istics (ref . 5) and essentially replaces the rear portion of the control 
chord with a thin plate. 
In the present investigation a free-oscillation test techni~ue was 
used and oscillating hinge moments together with associated flutter 
characteristics were determined at an angle of attack of 00 for the 
following conditions : a range of control reduced fre~uencies, initial 
oscillation amplitudes up t o 130 , and a Mach number range from 0.60 to 
1 .01. In addition, static hinge moments were obtained for all three 
controls. 
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SYMBOLS 
control hinge-moment coefficient, Hinge moment 
2M'q 
aerodynamic hinge moment on control per unit deflection, 
positive trailing edge down, ft-lb/radian 
free-stream dynamic pressure, Ib/sq ft 
area moment of aileron area rearward of and about hinge line, 
cu ft 
local wing chord, ft 
control chord (distance from hinge line rearward to trailing 
edge of control, see fig. 2), ft 
balance chord (distance from hinge line forward to leading 
edge of control (see fig. 2)), ft 
total control chord, ~ + ca ' ft 
reduced frequency, ct taken at midspan of control 
angular frequency of oscillation, 2~f, radians/sec 
free-stream velOCity, ft/sec 
frequency of oscillation, cycles/sec 
control wind-off natural frequency, cycles/sec 
moment of inertia of control system, slug-ft2 
logarithmic decrement, d(log 01) d(Time) , per sec 
amplitude of oscillation, deg to each side of mean 
control-surface deflection, measured in a plane perpendicular 
to control-surface hinge line, positive when control-surface 
trailing edge is below wing chord plane, radians except as 
noted 
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effective Mach number over span of model, 2 l b / 2 
O 
cMa, dy Sl 
twice wing area of semispan model, s~ ft 
twice span of semispan model, ft 
average chordwise local Mach number 
local Mach number 
spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, ft 
Real part of Me,m 
, per radian 
2M'~ 
Imaginary part of M 
____________________ e~,m=, per radian 
2M'~k 
"bumped" flutter condition; that is, flutter starts when con -
trol surface is manually displaced and suddenly released 
"self-starting" flutter condition; that is) flutter starts 
when control surface is released without being manually 
displaced 
Subscript : 
function of angular fre~uency of oscillation 
MODEL AND APPARATUS 
The model consisted of a wing) a trailing- edge flap -type control) 
and a control - system spring-deflector mechanism. A schematic drawing 
I 
I 
~ 
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of the test installation is shown in figure I} and general dimensions 
of the model and controls tested are given in figure 2. Photographs 
5 
of the test installation are presented as figure 3. The control system 
was designed so that its moment of inertia could be varied in order to 
measure the dynamic hinge moments and flutter characteristics for a 
range of control reduced frequency. 
Wing Details 
The wing had a full-span aspect ratio of l.80} a taper ratio of 
0.74} 00 sweep of the 0.40 chord line, and an NACA 64A004 airfoil sec-
tion with a modified trailing edge. The portion of the wing rearward 
of the 0 . 70 chord line was modified so that the trailing edge had a 
thickness equal to 0 .0036c. This modification was included for the 
present tests to be consistent with references 2 and 3. 
The wing was constructed with a solid steel core and a plastic sur-
face. All tests were made with a tip store attached to the wing} and 
stores of different weight were used to change the wing natural fre-
quencies. The natural first bending and torsion frequencies of the wing 
with the two tip stores used are given in table I. These wing frequen-
cies were obtained with the control system clamped (see fig. 4). 
Control-System Details 
The flap-type controls had a total chord Ct equal to 30 percent 
of the wing chord and extended from the 0.086b/2 wing station to the 
0.943b/2 wing station. The control had a 0.35ca blunt overhang nose 
balance, and the gap between the control and wing was unsealed. Three 
control profiles were tested (fig. 2(b)). One profile conformed to the 
airfoil section tested and is referred to hereinafter as the conventional 
control. The second control had a "splitter-plate" type of modification 
wherein the rearward 50 percent of the control chord ca was equal to 
the trailing-edge thickness except for five equally spaced chordwise 
stiffeners. The third control had a thickened trailing edge wherein the 
trailing- edge thickness was l~ times the hinge-line thickness. This 
control, which is referred to as the "wedge control," had straight sides 
from the nose radius to the trailing edge. Consequently, the hinge-line 
thickness is slightly greater than for the conventional control. The 
plain control and the splitter-plate control were made of solid steel, 
and the wedge control had a steel spar with spruce afterportion. In 
order to mass -balance the controls about the hinge line, tungsten inserts 
were distributed in the overhang to balance as nearly as possible each 
spanwise segment of the control. For the solid-steel controls it was 
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necessary to drill holes rearward of the hinge line to mass balance the 
controls completely . These holes were plugged with balsa and the con-
trol surface covered with silk . 
The inboard tang of the control extended through the reflection 
plane to the outside of the tunnel (fig. 3). The tang extension con-
sisted of a rod and a torsion spring. The control was mounted by two 
ball bearings outside the tunnel and a plain bearing at the wing tip. 
System alinement was carefully checked to keep friction to a minimum. 
Attached to the rod were a small armature which rotated in the magnetic 
field of a reluctance -type pickup to indicate control position and a 
deflector arm used to apply a step deflection to the control system. 
The natural frequency of the control system was varied by changing the 
moment of inertia of the control system, by clamping two weights of dif-
f erent size and inertia to the rod. Values of natural frequency given 
in figure 4 are for the three control-system inertias for each control 
profile tested. The moments of inertia of the control system for the 
three control profiles tested are given in table II. 
Instrumentation 
Strain gages were located near the root of the wing to indicate the 
wing bending and torsion responses . Control position was measured by a 
r eluctance -type pickup located on the tang extension near the inboard 
end of the control . Outputs of these three quantities were recorded 
against time by a recording oscillograph . Dynamic calibration of the 
recording system indicated accurate r esponse to a frequency of about 
500 cycles per second. 
TESTS 
The tests were made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel 
utilizing the sidewall reflection-plane test technique . This technique 
involves mounting a relatively small model on a reflection plate spaced 
out from t he tunnel wall to bypass the tunnel boundary layer. Local 
velocities over the surface of the t est reflection plate 'allowed testing 
to a Mach number of 1 . 01 without choking the tunnel . 
Typical contours of local Mach number in the vicinity of the model 
location, obtained with no model in place, are shown in figure 5 . Aver -
age t est Mach numbers were obtained from similar contour charts by using 
the relationship 
2 jb/2 
M = Si 0 cMa dy 
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The tunnel stagnation pressure was essentially e~ual to sea - l evel atmos -
pheric conditions. 
The variation of Reynolds number based on t he wing mean aerodynami c 
chord with test Mach number is presented in f i gure 6. The wi dth of the 
band in figure 6 represents the maximum vari ation of Reynolds number 
with atmospheric conditions for these test s at a given Mach number. 
Oscillating hinge moments were' obtained for the three cont rol pro-
files throughout a Mach number range of 0. 60 to 1 .01 for init ial ampli-
tudes up to about 130 . The control reduced fre~uency r ange varied wi t h 
Mach number and control-system inertia and was generall y i n t he range 
from 0.05 to 0.20. In addition, static hinge moments wer e obt a ined for 
the three control profiles . All t est s wer e made at a wi ng angle of 
attack of 00 . 
TEST TECHNIQUE AND REDUCTION OF DATA 
Oscillating hinge moments wer e obtained fr om the free - oscillation 
response of the control system. The contr ol sys t em wa s designed so that 
at the test 'fre~uencies the torsional r esponse of the control about the 
hinge line was essentially that of a single -degree-of-f r eedom system. 
The wing response characteristics were varied rel ative t o t he cont rol 
oscillating fre~uency by the tip stores so t hat the phys i ca l response 
of the model for the various test conditions was predomi nantly contr ol 
rotation. Therefore, the a erodynami c moment resulting from angular 
deflection of the control about the hinge l ine could be determined f rom 
the free-oscillation characteristics of t he control syst em following 
known starting conditions . Typical oscillograph r ecords of t he time 
response of the model are shown in figure 7. 
The techni~ue used to initiate the f r ee osci llations depended on 
the total damping (aerodynamic plus nonaer odynamic) of the control sys -
tem for the particular t est condition . When t he t otal damping was 
unstable at low deflections , the hinge moments wer e determined from 
the unstable oscillation following r el ease of t he control at 5 = 0 
(fig . 7(c)). Thi s type of oscillation was initiated by random tunnel 
disturbances and in all cases was self-limit i ng because of the nonli near 
variation of aerodynamic damping with os cillat ing ampl itude . When the 
total damping was stable or varied from stable to unst able within the 
test oscillation-amplitude range, the free oscill ation was initiated by 
releasing the control at zero initial rotat iona l velOCity at some deflec-
tion angle (figs . 7(a) and (b)). The ensuing oscillation was either a 
buildup or a decay, and, for the conditions where the damping varied 
from stable to unstable, the initial deflect i on or release angl e was 
varied so as to study the complete oscillation-amplitude range . 
l ___ _ 
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The hinge moment existing on an oscillating control is not neces-
sarily in phase with the control position and may be represented in com-
plex notation by the relation 
M 5,m C 'kC 
-, = h_ + l h .. 2M q -o,m -o,m 
The part Ch~ 
u,m 
is proportional to the real component of the moment 
which is commonly called the in-phase or spring moment, The part 
is proportional to the imaginary component of the moment which is com-
monly called the out-of-phase or damping moment. Frequency effects 
higher than the first order could not be separated by the test method 
used in this investigation; therefore, the parameters Ch and kCh . 5,m 5,m 
include the higher order derivatives that are either in phase or out of 
phase, respectively, with control position. 
Evaluation of Spring Moments 
The aerodynamic in-phase or spring moment was determined from the 
natural frequency of oscillation of the control system. Since the var-
iation of in-phase moment is not necessarily linear with amplitude and 
the test method was not sufficiently accurate to determine the variation 
in natural frequency with amplitude, the values of Ch presented are o,m 
effective values averaged over the amplitude range of the oscillation. 
The effect of the values of damping encountered in this investigation 
on the natural frequency were considered negligible and the aerodynamic 
spring-moment derivative was determined from the r elationship 
where the subscript 0 
equation (2), negative 
and hence increase the 
system. 
signifies a wind-off condition. As shown by 
values of Ch oppose the control displacement o,m 
stiffness or natural frequency of the control 
Evaluation of Damping Moments 
The 
the rate 
system. 
aerodynamic out -of-phase or damping moment was determined from 
of buildup or decay of the free oscillation of the control 
The damping moment is not necessarily linear with amplitude; 
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however, the damping results were analyzed on the basis of an equiva-
lent linear system. It was assumed that the damping forces were ade-
quately described by an equivalent viscous damping and that the time 
response of the actual system was simulated by a linear system having 
the appropriate damping constant at each oscillating amplitude for a 
given frequency. The variation of damping-moment derivative with oscil-
lating amplitude was obtained by plotting the logarithm of the amplitude 
of successive cycles of the oscillation against time and taking the 
slope at any given amplitude of the faired curve as the value of the 
d (log 01) 
logarithmic decrement A = of the oscillation. The aerody-
d(Time) 
namic damping derivative was determined from the relationship 
2IV ( ) Ch~ = -, - A - «> 
-o,m qM ct 
where the subscript 0 refers to wind-off values taken at approximately 
the same frequency and amplitude as the wind-on values. 
Determination of Static Hinge Moments 
Static hinge moments were measured by attaching to the control-
system rod extension a bracket which was fitted with a calibrated elec-
tric strain gage which measured the torque or moment about the control 
hinge line for various control deflections. The static hinge-moment 
coefficient Ch was determined from the relationship 
Hinge moment 
2M'q 
General Comments on Data 
(4) 
Values given for oscillating and flutter amplitudes are to each 
side of mean, and for this investigation the mean oscillating amplitude 
was very near zero deflection. Flutter in all cases was a limited-
amplitude OSCillatory condition and was terminated by physically 
restraining the control motion. For the free-oscillation technique 
used, the reduced frequency k varies with Mach number; values of k 
are given for each Mach number. 
The wing bending and torsion traces shown in figure 7 are indica-
tions of the wing-root bending and torsion stresses, while the control-
position trace indicates the control deflection. The traces in fig-
ures 7(a) and 7(b) were more sensitive than those in figure 7(c). Elim-
ination of all wing motion in an investigation of this type is desirable 
L 
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but not practical; however) care was taken to mlnlffilze the wing motion. 
The control surface was dynamically balanced about the hinge line to 
prevent inertia coupling between the wing and control due to control 
rotation. The wing was fitted with two tip stores of different mass 
to change the wing natural freQuencies and hence control the wing 
response motion to the control induced aerodynamic forcing function. 
Wing bending and torsion responses of the general magnitude encountered 
in these tests were approximated by simple wing translation and rota-
tion and analyzed by the theoretical methods presented in references 6 
and 7. The effects of this wing motion on the calculated control hinge-
moment parameters for a control hinged at the leading edge were very 
small. Therefore) in this investigation wing motion was considered to 
have only secondary effects on the control hinge-moment parameters. 
CORRECTIONS 
No corrections have been applied to the data for the chordwise and 
spanwise velocity gradients or for the effects of the tunnel walls. It 
is shown in reference 8 that a tunnel resonance phenomenon can appreci-
ably decrease the magnitude of forces and moments measured in oscilla-
tion tests. However) it is believed that this phenomenon had no appre-
ciable effect on the results of the present investigation. In general) 
most of the test freQuencies were well removed from the calculated reso-
nant freQuencies) and there was no apparent decrease in moments for the 
test freQuencies that were close to resonant freQuencies. It is possi-
ble that the magnitude of the resonant effects would be relieved by the 
model tip effects and the nonuniformity of the velocity field in the 
test section. 
Static-control-deflection corrections have been applied to the out-
put of the position pickup to give the deflection at the midspan of the 
control surface. No dynamic corrections were applied to account for the 
twist of the control system outboard of the position pickup (fig. 4) 
since) for the physical constants and freQuencies involved, this was a 
secondary effect and generally negligible. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Damping Moments and Flutter Characteristics 
The variation of aerodynamic damping coefficient Ch · o,m 
with oscil-
lating amplitude and Mach number 
characteristics are presented in 
together with the associated flutter 
figures 8 to 10 for the three control 
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profiles investigated. Parts (a), (b), and (c) of these figures repre-
sent data for the different control reduced frequencies investigated. 
Shown in figure 11 is a comparison of the damping results for the con-
ventional control and wedge control. 
Conventional control.- The aerodynamic damping results for the con-
ventional control (fig. 8) indicate that the damping was stable for all 
amplitudes and reduced frequencies investigated at Mach numbers from 
0.60 to about 0.90 and was unstable in the Mach number range from about 
0.92 to 1.01, the maximum Mach number tested. In general, Ch . was o,ro 
fairly constant to maximum test amplitudes of about 100 at the lower 
test Mach numbers (M = 0.60 to M = 0.80) and became less stable with 
increasing amplitude at the intermediate Mach numbers (M = 0.85 through 
M = 0.90). At the higher test Mach numbers (M = 0.92 through M = 1.01) 
maximum unstable values of Ch. generally occurred at the lower oscil-
o,ro 
lating amplitudes with unstable values of Ch · decreasing with increase o,ro 
in amplitude, thus leading to the limited-amplitude type of flutter 
response obtained. For the conventional control changes 
lation amplitude did not change the general variation in 
in test oscil-
Ch· with 
o,ro 
Mach number. 
When comparing the flutter characteristics with the aerodynamic 
damping values (fig. 8), it should be remembered that the control sys-
tem had a certain level of nonaerodynamic damping. Flutter was a self-
excited oscillation involving only the degree of freedom of control rota-
tion about the hinge line. In all cases tested for this control, flut-
ter was self-starting and built up in amplitude until a stea~-state 
condition was reached, wherein the aerodynamic energy fed into the oscil-
lation over a complete cycle was equal to the energy dissipated by non-
aerodynamic damping (see fig. 7(c)). The flutter frequencies and ampli-
tudes given are for the constant~plitude oscillatory conditions for 
this model. 
In the Mach number region where the aerodynamic damping was stable, 
variation within the reduced-frequency range investigated generally had 
small effects on the magnitude of Ch . (see fig. 8). For the region o,ro 
where the aerodynamiC damping was unstable the damping coefficient Ch· o,ro 
tended to become slightly more unstable over the amplitude range as the 
test reduced frequency was decreased. In addition, the flutter ampli-
tude increased with decrease in reduced frequency. 
This conventional control was basically the same as the control 
having cb/Ct = 0.35 reported in reference 3. In the reference inves-
tigation, the reduced frequency was generally varied by changing the 
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control torsional spring; in the present investigation, however, the 
length of the torsional spring was held constant and the control-system 
inertia changed. In both investigations, aerodynamic data were measured 
in essentially the same test range, and there is good agreement between 
the separate tests. This agreement indicates that the test techniques 
used can satisfactorily repeat the aerodynamic effects measured. 
Splitter-plate control . - Aerodynamic damping results for the splitter-
plate control (fig. 9) show that no beneficial effects were obtained with 
this control modification. Variations of Ch . with Mach number and o ,(l) 
amplitude were generally similar to the conventional control; that is, 
the damping was generally stable at low Mach numbers (M = 0.60 to about 
M = 0.90) and generally unstable from M = 0.92 to M = 1.01, the maxi-
mum Mach number tested. Flutter was self-starting and built up until a 
constant-amplitude condition was reached, and flutter amplitudes were 
generally similar to those obtained for the conventional control. Dif-
ferences in wind-off and wind-on frequencies for the conventional con-
trol and splitter-plate control were caused by differences in control 
system moment of inertia. (See table II.) 
The flight investigation of reference 5 gave qualitative indication 
of improved "buzz stability" with a particular splitter-plate configura-
tion. Direct comparison of the model and flight results is not feaSible, 
however, since the aerodynamic damping was not measured in the flight 
tests. In addition, differences in sweep, thickness, and profile existed 
between the control of the present investigation and that flight-tested 
in reference 5. 
Wedge control.- The wedge profile modification to the control did 
give some beneficial effects in aerodynamic damping at the transonic-
speeds at which tests were made. Complete test results for this control 
are given in figure 10 and a representative comparison with the conven-
tional control is made in figure 11. Damping for the wedge control 
(fig. 10) was stable at low oscillating amplitudes up to the maximum 
Mach number tested, although the variation of Ch . with M was erratic o ,(l) 
at transonic test speeds. The region of stable damping was confined to 
oscillating amplitudes of less than about 30 ; however, this angle together 
with the level of unstable damping at the higher oscillation amplitudes 
depended on the oscillation reduced frequency and free-stream Mach num-
ber. Flutter in all cases for this wedge control was a "bumped" condi-
tion and the displacement amplitudes necessary to initiate the flutter 
can be approximated from figure 10. The nonaerodynamic damping of the 
control system was sufficient to prevent flutter at transonic speeds for 
the highest reduced frequencies tested (fig. 10(a)). The data of fig-
ure 11 illustrate the stable shift in damping due to the wedge modifica-
tion at low oscillating amplitudes throughout the Mach number range 
tested. However, the damping and flutter results at high oscillating 
amplitude were not appreciably affected by the wedge modification to the 
control . 
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Spring Moments 
static hinge-moment or spring-moment coefficients are shown in 
figure 12 for the three control profiles tested. The variation of the 
static and dynamic spring-moment derivatives Ch_ and Ch with 
-0 0,00 
Mach number are shown in figure 13. 
The variation of Ch with control deflection was very similar for 
the conventional and splitter-plate controls (figs. 12(a) and (b)) at 
all Mach numbers investigated. For these controls the variation of Ch 
with 0 was generally linear and slightly underbalanced at low 
tions and became more underbalanced at the higher deflections. 
Mach number range from 0.95 to 1.01 the variation of Ch with 
deflec-
In the 
o ~s 
generally linear over the entire deflection range, and the aerodynamic 
loading center shifted rearward so that the control was considerably 
underbalanced. 
For the wedge control (fig. 12(c)) Ch varied with control deflec-
tion and Mach number in a manner similar to the conventional and splitter-
plate controls; however, increasing the trailing-edge thickness results 
in an increase in the underbalance of the control at the lower test Mach 
numbers (from M = 0.60 to M = 0.90). Above M = 0.90 the increase 
in trailing-edge thickness had little effect and the variation of Ch 
with 0 was similar for all three controls. 
The spring-moment derivatives measured from static (Cho) and dynamic 
(Ch ) tests are in ~ualitative agreement, 0,00 for the three controls 
(fig. 13). Direct comparison of the static and dynamic results to deter-
mine the effects of oscillating fre~uency is not feasible since the deriv-
atives could not be evaluated for the same amplitude range. For the test 
techni~ue used, the dynamic derivatives in some cases were evaluated for 
an amplitude range where the static hinge-moment data become nonlinear 
with amplitude. However, results shown in figure 13 indicate that, for 
these controls, static data could be used to make fairly accurate fre-
~uency estimates for single-degree-of-freedom transonic control-surface 
flutter. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results of tests made at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.01 to deter-
mine the effects of control profile on the oscillating hinge-moment and 
flutter characteristics of a flap-type control indicate the following 
conclusions: 
l __ 
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1 . The unstable aerodynamic damping for the conventiona~ control 
at Mach numbers from 0.92 to 1.01 (maximum for these tests) was not 
beneficially affected by the "splitter-plate" modification tested. In 
general, the dynamic hinge-moment results for the "splitter-plate" con-
trol were similar to the results for the conventional control for the 
complete test range. 
2 . The wedge-control modification did beneficially affect the aero-
dynamic damping moments and r esulted in stable damping at low oscillating 
amplitudes for the entire Mach number range. However, this beneficial 
effect was confined to oscillation amplitudes less than about 30 , and 
the damping was unstable for oscillation amplitudes greater than about 
3° in the Mach number range from about 0.92 to 1 .01. 
3 . A self- excited flutter involving only rotation of the control 
about the hinge line was associated with the unstable damping for all 
three controls . Flutter for the conventional and "splitter-plate" con-
trols was initiated by random tunnel disturbances, while the wedge con-
trol had to be manually displaced to some amplitude greater than about 
40 before flut t er occurred. 
4. Thickening the control trailing edge caused the control to become 
more underbalanced at Mach numbers below 0.90. For all three controls 
the static and dynamic spring-moment derivatives varied with Mach number 
in much the same manner. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., May 3, 1957. 
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TABLE I 
NATURAL FIRST BENDING AND TORSION FREQUENC I ES OF WING 
Test condition Bendi ng, cps Torsion, cps 
Light t ip st ore 141 490 
Heavy tip store 85 · 5 232 
TABLE II 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF CONTROL SYSTEM3 
Control system I, slug- f t 2 
Plain control 1.45 x 10- 5 
Plain control plus small inert i a weight 3 . 40 
Plain control plus lar ge inert ia weight 11 . 25 
"Splitter -plate " cont rol 1. 71 
"Splitter -plate" cont rol plus small inertia weight 3 .66 
"Splitter -plate" cont rol plus l arge inert ia weight 11·51 
Wedge cont rol 1.56 
Wedge cont rol plus small inertia weight 3 ·51 
Wedge cont rol plus l arge inertia weight 11 .36 
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Deflector 
mechanism 
Clafl'p 
Wing 
r oSition pICkup 
Tunnel wall 
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Figure 1.- Schematic drawing of test installation. L-90563. 2 
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Tabulated Wing Data 
Area 
Aspect ra tio 
Ta per ra tio 
Mean aerodyna mic c ho rd 
Airfoil section parallel 
2.263 
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I\... 
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..... 
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( a ) Plan for m of mode l. Conventional control. 
Fi gure 2.- General dimensions of test model . 
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Figure 3 .- Photographs of test installation . 
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Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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Figure 4 . - Control system stiffness and frequency for various controls and inertia we ights . 
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Figure 5.- Typical Mach number contours across reflection plate in vicinity of model location. 
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Fi gure 6.- Var iat ion of Reynol ds number wi th Mach number. 
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Figure 8.- Variation of damping coefficient with oscillating amplitude and Mach number f or various 
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Figure 12 .- Concluded . 
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